We investigate the disappearance of collective flow in the reaction plane in heavy-ion collisions within a microscopic model (QMD). 
I. INTRODUCTION
The prediction of collective flow in heavy-ion collisions by the hydrodynamical model [1] has yielded a powerful tool for the investigation of excited nuclear matter.
Main goals are to determine the equation of state (eos) and the in-medium nucleonnucleon cross section. One possible approach is the measurement and calculation of the transverse flow in the reaction plane. At beam energies above 100 − 200 AMeV two-body collisions rule the dynamics yielding the typical bounce-off behaviour [2] [3] [4] [5] , which is the deflection of cold spectator matter from hot compressed participant matter. The attractive part of the mean field becomes more and more important with a decrease in energy. As a consequence even negative scattering angles are possible [6] which can be imagined as partial orbiting of the two nuclei [7] . At a certain incident energy, called the balance energy E bal , the attractive and repulsive forces which are responsible for the transverse flow in the reaction plane cancel each other, causing the disappearance of this particular flow characteristic.
The notation "energy of vanishing flow", as the balance energy is often called, can lead to misunderstandings: In particular, we will demonstrate by inspecting azimuthal distributions that strong flow still exists at the balance energy. Whereas it was shown for small impact parameters that the balance energy depends only weakly on the stiffness of the equation of state [8, 9] , a large sensitivity to the nucleonnucleon in-medium cross section was recognized [8, 9, 7] . The functional dependence of the balance energy on the system size can be approximately described by a power law:
tot [10, 7] . Systematic studies of the mass dependence of the disappearance of flow proposed a reduction of the in-medium cross section of about 20% with respect to the free NN-cross section at normal nuclear density [7] by comparing the measured data [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] 7] with BUU calculations. However, all investigations neglected to study the impact parameter dependence of the disappearance of flow.
In this contribution we show that a variation of the impact parameter changes decisively the balance energy E bal (b) and as a consequence the mass dependence analysis receives an important new variable.
The system Au+Au exhibits no negative flow in the laboratory frame. However, if the initial pre-contact rotation of the system due to Rutherford-trajectories is subtracted, large negative flow appears.
A new two-component flow appears in collisions with large impact parameters.
Azimuthal asymmetries persist at the balance energy.
The balance energy E bal is nearly independent of particle type [7] , although it is well known that the strength of the flow depends on it. Therefore we will mostly regard all nucleons and check the effect of taking clustering into account.
II. THE MODEL
The Quantum Molecular Dynamics model (QMD) [9, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] is employed here.
In the QMD model the nucleons are represented by Gaussian shaped density distributions. They are initialized in a sphere of a radius R = 1.12A
1/3 fm, according
to the liquid drop model. Each nucleon is supposed to occupy a volume of h 3 , so that the phase space is uniformly filled. The initial momenta are randomly chosen between zero and the local Thomas-Fermi-momentum. The A P and A T nucleons interact via two-and three-body Skyrme forces, a Yukawa potential, momentum dependent interactions, a symmetry potential (to achieve a correct distribution of protons and neutrons in the nucleus) and explicit Coulomb forces between the Z P and Z T protons. Using this ansatz we have chosen a hard equation of state with a compressibility of κ = 380 MeV [23, 24] . For the momentum dependent interaction we use a phenomenological ansatz [25, 18, 26] which fits experimental measurements [28, 27] cannot be neglected [29] . Hard N-N-collisions are included by employing the collision term of the well known VUU/BUU equation [4, 24, [30] [31] [32] [33] . The collisions are done stochastically, in a similar way as in the CASCADE models [34, 35] . In addition, the Pauli blocking (for the final state) is taken into account by regarding the phase space densities in the final states of a two body collision.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the investigation of transverse flow in the reaction-plane the in-plane transverse momentum p x is usually plotted versus the normalized rapidity y/y p . Fig.1 shows the p x (y) distribution at two different energies for the system Ca+Ca and This double sign change is highly sensitive to the momentum dependent interactions and should therefore be experimentally scrutinized.
Let us now turn to another point: A smaller balance energy E bal is expected for the heavy system Au+Au (A = 394) than for Ca+Ca due to the cited A − 1 3 -law. Experimentally so far only an upper bound for the balance energy of E bal ≤ 60 AMeV [12] has been found. Therefore the existence of negative flow is an open question due to the strong Coulomb repulsion. We show that this is due to an ill-defined frame of reference. The flow is in fact balanced at E bal = 55 ± 5 AMeV and E bal = 65 ± 5
AMeV for the impact parameters b = 0.25b max ≈ 3.3 fm and b = 0.5b max ≈ 6.5 fm, respectively and for a hard equation of state without momentum dependent interactions. These values are obtained if the initial pre-contact rotation of the system due to Rutherford-trajectories is subtracted. In this system the sign-reversal for the reduced flow is clearly visible. Fig.5 shows the respective calculation for Au+Au at 50 AMeV and b = 0.5b max ≈ 6.5 fm. In the rotated system the flow is obviously negative whereas a flat distribution is obtained in the laboratory frame. In the laboratory frame negative flow does not appear for any impact parameter, even not for low energies.
Let us now turn to the squeeze-out which is an established effect [37] [38] [39] . Excited participant matter is pushed out perpendicular to the reaction plane. At energies dicussed in this paper this behaviour might be different. In fig.6 these azimuthal angular-distributions are plotted for the system Ca+Ca (hard eos+mdi) at their respective balance energies with different impact parameters. The considered rapidity is −0.15 ≤ y/y p ≤ 0.15 according to recent experiments for the heavier system Zn+Ni [40] . The full lines are the result of fits by the Legendre-expansion: dN/dφ = a 0 (1 + a 1 cos(φ) + a 2 cos(2φ)). The value of a 2 gives a measure of the anisotropy of this collective motion. Negative values of a 2 show prefered emission perpendicular to the reaction plane whereas positive values describe an enhancement in the reaction-plane. Fig.6 shows that for Ca+Ca the in-plane emission is prefered for larger impact parameters, and a slight out-of-plane enhancement is observed for rather central collisions at the balance energies and at midrapidity. The transition energy where the anisotropy parameter a 2 becomes zero, corresponding to an azimuthally symmetrical distribution, was measured for Zn+Ni [40] . It was found that this transition energy is smaller than the corresponding balance energy. Our calculations for the lighter system Ca+Ca show the transition energies to be larger than the balance energy for larger impact parameter (b ≥ 0.4b max ), but smaller for more central collisions. This was already indicated by measurements for Ar+V [41] . Measurements indicate that the in-plane enhancement increases with impact parameter [42] . This can be seen in fig.7 for Ca+Ca at 80 AMeV and various impact parameters. Light fragments show a slightly more pronounced in-plane to out-of-plane ratio than single nucleons if clustering is taken into account. Consequently, it must be pointed out that even at the in-plane balance energy collective flow characteristics are clearly visible in the azimuthal distributions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the disappearance of the in-plane flow for Ca+Ca and Au+Au.
•A strong impact parameter dependence of the in-plane balance energy E bal is observed. The balance energy clearly increases with impact parameter. This cannot be neglected while pinning down basic properties of excited nuclear matter.
•The balance energy is smaller with momentum dependent interactions than without for large impact parameters. The difference might be a tool to get information about the proper parametrization of the momentum dependent interactions.
•Negative flow angles will not be visible in the laboratory frame for the heavy Au+Au system due to the long range Coulomb forces, although the in-plane flow disappears.
Negative flow and the respective balance energies are visible in the frame where the pre-contact rotation due to the initial Rutherford-trajectories is subtracted. However, a maximum mass must exist where negative flow can still be observed in the laboratory frame.
•A new two-component flow was shown for large impact parameters. One component stems from participant particles at rapidities around y cm whereas the other component results from cold spectator matter. They show opposite sign in the p x (y)-distribution. The existence of two distinctly different flow-components depends on the inclusion of momentum dependent interactions. This is of great importance for the proper determination of the parametrization of the momentum dependent interactions or other basic properties such as the in-medium NN-cross section.
•Finally, azimuthal distributions demonstrate the existence of flow, even at the bal- 
